A Description Language (DDL) provides the framework for the construction of comprehensive dictionaries of terminology such as the macromolecular CIF (mmCIF) dictionary. The DDL also provides features which may be used by software to perform rigorous validation of CIF dictionaries and CIF data files. A software library (CIFLIB) that is based on DDL 2 and provides simple and convenient access to information in CIF dictionaries and data files will be described. This library contains a collection of high level functions to process and check data stored in CIF format using the full detail of the mmCIF dictionary.

CIFLIB provides a C language application program interface which encapsulates all I/O operations and integrity checking on CIF dictionaries and data files from a calling application. Some of the functions provided by CIFLIB include: read and write operations on CIF format data files and dictionaries; read and write access to individual data items; detailed integrity checks on CIF data files and dictionaries; robust error handling; and methods to efficiently navigate the CIF data model. Examples of the use of the library will illustrate how CIFLIB has been applied as a data software library.

The major steps needed to translate mmCIF data into a "pseudo-PDB" format (a format sufficiently similar to standard PDB format to be accepted by most applications) are presented, with examples drawn from the program cif2pdb. The objective is to help application developers and people writing CIFs understand uses of mmCIF which will hinder translation to PDB format and to help users familiar with PDB format understand new mmCIF constructs.

The Protein Data Bank format has been used for over 20 years to archive macromolecular data, is produced by many refinement programs and is used as an input format by many applications. Adoption of the mmCIF dictionary by the IUCr will lead to the creation of a significant pool of mmCIF data sets. However, it may be some time before existing application programs can handle mmCIF input. Therefore it is important to have facilities to translate mmCIF data into PDB format to facilitate the use of CIFs with existing programs. The PDB is developing a CIF-based AutoDep program, which uses the WWW. In those areas where there is a one-to-one correspondence, AutoDep will use mmCIF tokens and produce the appropriate PDB records. However, there are areas where more complex transformations are needed and in user labs it is not always possible, or even desirable, to make a perfect PDB entry from an mmCIF data set. If the purpose of the translation is to display a molecule, there may be no reason to recognize residues and heter groups and change atom names to match PDB standards. We discuss both the production of a "pseudo-PDB" format which can be converted into a rigorous PDB format with further processing, and the capabilities of the PDB AutoDep program. We consider ways to construct a valid PDB ATOM/HEATM/TER list, and approaches to deal with mmCIF tag values for chain identifiers and atom names which may not fit into PDB field sizes.
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A programmers' toolbox of routines has been written, for manipulation of CIF's. It has been designed to integrate with the CCP4 protein crystallography suite[1], and enables existing CCP4 applications (written in Fortran77) to be converted to use appropriate categories of CIF information. New applications which conform to existing CCP4 practice, are also easily written.

Input CIF's are parsed according to the STAR syntax rules[2] (implemented using a PCCTS[3] grammar), and an abstract syntax tree (AST) representation of the data is built. Information on the location of each data item is maintained internally, for rapid retrieval. CIF data is generated or modified by constructing or manipulating an AST. Data verification is performed against a dictionary conforming to the Macromolecular DDL version 2.1[4]. The dictionary itself is converted to a binary representation which incorporates a hashed lookup on data names.

The Fortran interface shields the programmer from the more complex aspects of accessing CIF's, by keeping all data structures internal to the toolbox. To access data, application programs specify files, data blocks and data names, with the values being handled as the Fortran data type appropriate to that defined in the CIF dictionary.

E-mail discussions have led to the conclusion that a true CIF (ASCII-text based) format is not appropriate for raw area detector data, simply because of the quantity of data involved (Mbytes for an image and maybe Gbytes for a data-set). A CIF-compatible format is developing, where a binary file would consist of a header that describes the data and may contain auxiliary information needed by analysis software, and to produce a simple efficient storage format.

A working group, self-named as "imageNCIF", has been formed to extend the CIF concept to cover the storage of area detector data. It has developed out of discussions which took place at a computing workshop held at the Brookhaven National Laboratory in March 1995 [1]. The principle goals are to provide a header that describes the data and may contain auxiliary information needed by analysis software, and to produce a simple efficient storage format.
